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Abstract 

Between 10,000 BCE to 1,000 BCE, core areas emerged throughout Eurasia. Having 

abandoned hunting and gathering, embracing settled agriculture using domesticated plants and 

animals, core zones spawned populous nascent states. Suppressing domestic conflict within 

their jurisdictions were elites – priests and civil officials – monitoring and disciplining mass 

behavior. Cooperation stimulated innovation. In energy capture, urban infrastructure, war-

making and communications, remarkable breakthroughs in material life occurred, their pace 

reaching a pinnacle between 1,000 BCE and 0 BCE/CE. However, material improvements came 

at a price: violence. Core states battled for hegemony; attracted by the wealth and power 

amassed by core zone states, nomads nipped at their heels; haves and have-nots jostled against 

one another within citizenries.  Addressing the unrest were the prophets and philosophers of 

the first Axial Age. Asserting peace and harmony could only be won by inculcating “super-

virtue” among elites and masses alike, a few emerged as identity figures. Their doctrines 

embodied in institutions, a new form of elite rule emerged in states, monarchs and supreme 

religious figures garnering legitimacy through their defence of “super-virtue.” Smashing to 

pieces the equilibrium painstakingly managed by these elites was a second Axial Age. Its 

hallmarks: nationalism and the knowledge economy.  Predicated on unleashing the masses 

from subjugation, nationalism threatened the legitimacy of rulers and religious authorities who 

relied on first Axial Age doctrines to bolster their rule. Remarkably the second Axial Age set the 

stage for unheard of gains in energy capture, social organization, war-making capacity and 

communications, swamping in their magnitude the gains managed in the first Axial Age. 
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I The Story 

 Two Axial Ages have transformed our world. During each age intellectual breakthroughs 

occurred changing the way people thought. During each age advances were achieved in 

harnessing energy, in gathering together population within conurbations, in the organization 

and weaponry of war, and in communications. Belief systems and material production changed 

in tandem. One could not have occurred without the other. 1  

The first Axial Age took place in the distant past, during the millennium between 1,000 

BCE and 0 BCE/CE.2 The second Axial Age is with us today. It commenced in the 17th century. It 

is profoundly shaping our present.  

 It goes without saying that history informs this account albeit history conveyed at a very 

general level. A potted version follows. 

Under hunting and gathering tribalism instinctive drives contend with one another. 

Some are centripetal spawning unity consolidating common identity, encouraging cooperation. 

The moral and religious impulses accomplish this. Simultaneously centrifugal instincts battle 

these impulses, violence and suspicion rending the social fabric. 

The Neolithic Revolution ushers in a new world. As settled agriculture exploiting 

domesticated plants and animals, takes hold human numbers increase. They grow because they 

can now circumvent a resource constraint limiting the size of tribal populations: the distinct 

possibility that they will denude their natural environment of the very resources upon which 

they depend. Cutting down the trees before they re-grow, wiping out species of birds before 
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they can reproduce; consuming fish until the lakes and streams are empty of animate life: all of 

this suggests social collapse is a real possibility. Breeding easily domesticated animals, goats, 

pigs, sheep, and cattle, guaranteeing new generations will follow in the footsteps of their 

predecessors, converting land into arable planted with barley, rye, oats and rice, saving 

seedlings for future years. This allows human numbers to grow, albeit slowly. 

 An expanding population benefits from the specialization and division of labor inherent 

in a surplus of nutrition– miniscule as it may be on a per-capita basis – above and beyond the 

demand for proteins, calories and nutrients directly consumed by the farmers themselves. 

Inventors come to the fore.  Artisans, perhaps part-time farmers, part-time creators of new 

techniques mainly employing trial and error empiricism, emerge. Advances are eked out - in 

energy capture, war-making, the construction of infrastructure like irrigation systems and 

roads, the manufacture of carts and wagons – allowing for further increments in population size 

within an Malthusian frame, births exceeding deaths when standards of living inch upward, the 

expansion of human numbers wiping out the gains in living standards for the masses.   

 Monitoring people, separating out the wheat from the chaff - relatively easily 

accomplished within tribal confines - becomes a challenge in expansive populations. Priests and 

rulers gain power, operating as monitoring agents. Their goal: promoting cooperation, stopping 

conflicts, breaking up blood feuds offering themselves as identity figures to inspire others, 

exploiting their empirical knowledge to inspire fear and awe among their social inferiors.  

Within the most successful of these farming populations innovation threatens the 

uneasy harmony wrought priests and officials. “Haves” reaping the benefits of novel ideas face 
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off against “have-nots”. Periphery societies jealous of the wealth and power aggrandized by 

successful core states gird themselves for attack against the cores. Core states, fearful that their 

rivals may develop formidable weapons or strategies for waging war, battle each other for 

hegemony. Defeat of the weakest states intensifies the problem of controlling large 

populations, power being aggrandized in ever grander states, proto-empires and empires. 

Within the domestic frame wealthy confront poor; slaves taken in warfare confront their 

owners. States find themselves uneasily perching upon power kegs. 

First Axial Age thought comes to the rescue. “Super-virtue,” basic to first Axial Age 

thought, fashions forth a new form of monitoring, individual self-monitoring, monitoring by 

gods.3 Citizens exhorted to walk in the footsteps of exemplary prophets and philosophers 

blessed with “super-virtue”, are inclined to choose cooperation over conflict. Market oriented 

exchange gets a strong fillip. 

On the Eurasian land mass where the bulk of the world’s population resides, where the 

dominant religions of our time were nurtured, the initial phase of the first Axial Age – occurring 

roughly between 1,000 BCE and 0 BCE/CE – generated a diversity of intellectual breakthroughs 

reining in domestic violence. 

In India Buddhism arose as critic and counterweight of Brahmanism that elevated 

Brahmins priestly caste attempting to maintain a monopoly over monitoring, limiting the power 

of secular rulers and their military colleagues, the kshatriya.4 Buddhism opened its arms to all 

regardless of caste; it advocated non-violence toward other humans and animals alike. In the 

Middle East the Hebrew prophets gained popular stature as fierce opponents of corrupt kings 
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(according to their lights the source of Israel’s military woes and defeats) and High Priests alike. 

They preached the advent of a new covenant between God and the people; they preached the 

coming of a Messiah, a sacred sage-king bringing salvation to the righteous, punishing the 

wicked, ushering perpetual peace. In Greece, philosophers like Socrates and Plato, struggled to 

come up with a solution to the warfare plaguing the Greek city states, developing a secular 

theory of the philosopher-king, the king-sage. In China Confucianism and Taoism, both working 

from a belief in the “way” that they exploited in divergent doctrinal directions, emerged in an 

era of on-going warfare as regional warlords attempted to grasp hegemonic power through 

violence. In particular Confucianism advocated the cultivation by social elites of the way of the 

gentleman and enlightened ruler – the king-sage - setting an example of righteous and virtuous 

behavior for the masses. 

It is instructive to note that first Axial Age ideologies – and the religions that followed in 

their footsteps, notably Christianity and Islam in the West – embraced two important features 

in common. They advocated submission to a “super-virtuous” ideal, whether it is a single God 

monitoring the thoughts of each single individual through its all-embracing power and the 

prophets proclaiming the God’s existence (as conceptualized in the Abrahamic religions 

Judaism, Christianity and Islam); or an extra-material force like the “Mandate of Heaven” in 

Confucianism. Second they popularized myths about extraordinary individuals who serve as 

identity figures for succeeding generations. The willingness of Socrates to die for his beliefs; of 

Jesus to perish on the cross; of the Buddha to reject a life of luxury in favor of enlightenment 

and the search for an escape from worldly pain and suffering; of the Hebrew prophets to 
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embrace persecution; of Muhammad to abandon the life of a merchant to become a messenger 

of God; of Confucius to wander from fiefdom to fiefdom in search for service to a righteous 

ruler are all examples.  

The “super-virtue” of idealized first Axial Age figures had a paradoxical impact on 

markets. It enhanced trust, reducing the fear of violence emanating from a colleague at work or 

a neighbor at home. At the same time it denigrated the acquisitive orientation of merchants 

and proto-capitalists. Usury was discouraged; materialism was shunned. Embracing an identity 

rooted in pure virtue – eschewing the give and take and social lies greasing the wheels of 

commerce – was an impediment to market oriented activity.  

Out of the first Axial Age new elites came to rule. To be sure some of these individuals 

were old elites who were reluctantly throwing aside the magic, the mesmerizing rituals, the 

myths and superstition they once used to awe the masses. Undoubtedly some recycled these 

ancient practices in new guises, for instance practicing exorcism. One set of elites served sage-

kings. Another group - monks, priests and acolytes proselytized on behalf of the messages laid 

down by religious prophets, bowing to the authority of High Priests. A second group of elites – 

tax-collectors, military recruits, bureaucrats - served king-sages.  

How is wielding guardianship of “super-virtue” to be shared by these two groups of 

elites?  Not easily at least in the case of the West where power struggles between sage-kings 

and king-sages continually threatened unity. It contaminated markets because economic 

aggrandizement was and is an avenue for acquiring power. In turn competitive pursuit of riches 

and influence undermined the legitimacy of the guardians of “super-virtue” as each group 
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strived to denigrate their rival. Additionally power corrupts; it breeds arrogance; it makes a 

mockery of claims to virtue. 

Compounding the problem of maintaining dominance is control over knowledge. 

Monopolizing knowledge is an avenue for control. Before the first Axial Age it was not 

uncommon for priests and officials to supervise peasants and craftsmen, exploiting their 

knowledge of the movement of the stars and the sun, their grasp of basic engineering 

principles, and their ability to amass sizable groups to engage in a common undertaking, 

thereby substantiated their claims to being in touch with supernatural divine sources. After the 

first Axial Age the new elites attempted to continue in the footsteps of their predecessors. 

Those parties who discovered regularities about the movement of stars unforeseen by the 

religious authorities, called into question established religious doctrine about celestial matters; 

those engineers espousing novel advances in the military field could place their ideas at the 

service of rebellious groups undercutting the stability of a civil regime. Better declare these 

novelties heresy. Unfortunately this puts ignorance in the service of stability, potentially 

shaking the foundations of legitimacy in the long-run. 

That the rivalries contaminating the guardians of “super-virtue” were not nearly as 

divisive in the East as in the West is apparent from Table 1 [Table 1 about here]. The table 

contrasts the region whose reach gradually permeated the Mediterranean, ultimately reaching 

into northern Europe, its Neolithic Revolution origins located in the Fertile Crescent. This region 

is the Western core. Compared to it is the Eastern core. The Neolithic Revolution in the Eastern 
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zone spreading southward, settled agriculture marching from China north of the Yellow River 

into the paddy fields of the of the Yangzi River delta. 

The contrast between the cores is remarkable. In the West fragmentation, religious 

conflict, dominance by monotheistic religions ultimately emergent from ideological 

pronouncements of Hebrew prophets, gives prominence to sage-kings, subordinating Platonic 

arguments in favor of judicious rule by king-sages. In the Eastern core coexistence of Axial Age 

thought systems, political integration, and the dominance of king-sages. To be sure in the East 

king-sages letting the Mandate of Heaven slip from their grasp, risk overthrow and rebellion. If 

so, a new dynasty follows in its footsteps. A new cycle takes over from an old cycle. Instability is 

only temporary, not permanent. 

To be sure the contrast between the Eastern and Western cores could be solely due to 

material forces. But what kind of material force?  Relatively similar advances in energy capture, 

urbanization, war-making capacity and communications occurred in both Eastern and Western 

cores. This point is documented in this next section of this paper. What about geographical 

constraints, possibly interacting with technology? Table 1 offers suggestions about how 

geography might shape the two core zones.  

As compelling as geographic arguments might seem, they overreach. Constraints 

imposed by mountainous outcrops, dense marshland, and the paths carved out by rivers are 

not identical to the constraints imposed on states or their citizens. Securing loyalty from 

citizens is crucial to state survival. Geography may suggest natural boundaries to the military 

professionals of neighboring states. But it offers no guarantee that the two contiguous states 
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will each, on its own, survive internal dissension. Civil unrest might lead to the demise or one 

perhaps both, thereby encouraging one to attack the other (due to the perceived weakness of 

the state whose populace is divided into irreconcilable camps). In this case a natural upshot is 

one state enhancing its territory at the expense of its rival, territorial acquisition trumping the 

sheer disadvantage to an invading army posed by mountain ranges, deep churning rivers or 

sprawling deserts.  

 That China was relatively cohesive in geography and first Axial Age ideology while the 

West was fragmented both in thought and topography was not trivial. It gave the Eastern core a 

decisive advantage in innovation enjoyed over a period of centuries. Stability offers advantages. 

It sets the stage for joint activity by individuals attracted to central urban conglomerations. 

Bringing together geniuses can and does unleash creativity in the design of textile machines, 

carts, canal embankments, and communications (notably written language). Chinese inventors 

developed the canal pound lock, silk machinery, the magnetic compass, gunpowder, and block 

printing all of which eventually made their way across the Eurasian land mass to Europe from 

the most important crucible of Eurasian invention.  

To be sure there are limits to stability. In snuffing out conflict it blunts the competitive 

drive to excel over enemies and hostile competitors. Ultimately was the fragmented West, 

haunted by incessant warfare, not the stable East that launched the second Axial Age. 

 In conceptualizing the contrast between the first Axial Age and the second Axial Age a 

few general points about Axial Ages are crucial. Each Axial Age emerged out of conflict. Each 

Axial Age rejected some features of its predecessor, retaining others. Historical breaks are 
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partial not total. During each Axial Age power has shifted from elites bent on monopolizing 

their hold over the masses to new elites. During the second Axial Age either credit markets 

denigrated by the “super-virtue” theories of the first Axial Age, are unleashed and/or the 

secular power – say under Communism - advocating a mass line and extolling material 

improvement for the rank and file through central planning takes over (without necessarily 

exploiting the virtue of private capital markets). In both cases however first Axial Age “super-

virtue” hostility to materialism is pushed to the sidelines. The legitimacy of the elites defending 

the tenets of first Axial Age thought crumbles, sweeping away, marginalizing the paragons of 

“super-virtue”. 

 Two features of the second Axial Age stand out: nationalism and the enhancement and 

spread of empirical knowledge with concrete applications to material production. Nationalism 

is crucial because it is committed to unleashing the abilities of the masses through 

infrastructure investment. Compulsory basic education for all; infrastructure – roads, fresh 

uncontaminated water, hydroelectric delivery systems; and financial institutions bolstered by 

the activity of central banks are all ideals delivered in principle if not in practice by nation-

states. In theory equality of opportunity is guaranteed to all citizens in well functioning nation-

states. As well in some nation-state models – but not in all by any means – equality of outcome 

is also guaranteed through welfare state policies or subsidies for economically threatened 

sectors. As well promoting science and technological advance is a hallmark of the second Axial 

Age. 
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 The second Axial Age emerged in Western Europe in the seventeenth century, during 

the Enlightenment movement. Its crucible was ideological fragmentation sweeping over Europe 

in the wake of the Reformation, the Counter-Reformation. Like the first Axial Age it was 

ushered in through military conflict, and like the first Axial Age it was accompanied by dramatic 

improvements in material production. 

 These are the bare bones of the historical framework informing this paper. The 

remainder is devoted to documenting the parallels between ideological breakthrough and 

material progress, the origins and character of “super-virtue,” and the wellspring out of which 

second Axial Age thought and material advance poured forth. 

II Material Advance in the First and Second Axial Ages 

 Recent advances in measuring long-run progress – in energy capture, social organization 

(maximal city size), communication (literacy levels adjusted for gender differentials and the 

means of transmitting information) and war-making capacity -  serve as my vehicle for 

documenting the overlap between material and intellectual advance. In this paper I draw upon 

the evidence assembled by Morris (2010, 2013).  

 Data illustrating long-run material advance appear in Table 2. [Table 2 about here] The 

method adopted by Morris (2010, 2013) projects levels back from the year 2000 taken as a 

baseline. In each category – energy capture, social organization, war-making capacity and 

communications – the maximum level achieved by either the two core areas, the Western and 

Eastern cores, garners a score of 250. This is the level against which scores are obtained for 
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earlier dates. For instance consider social organization. As a proxy Morris uses the size of the 

largest city in each core region. As can be gleaned from Panel C of the table the largest city size 

achieved in the year was 26.4 million (Tokyo in the Eastern core). To get the score for social 

organization Morris divides the figure for New York (16.7 million) by the figure for 26.4 million 

for Tokyo, yielding a score of 156.4 for organization in the West in 2000. Given estimates for 

maximum city size at earlier dates in the Eastern and Western cores the approach of dividing by 

26.4 million yields estimates of scores back to 2000 BCE.  

 Several conclusions flow from this approach. One can secure total scores by adding the 

scores for each component together. For instance, for the year 2000 the West garners a score 

of 906.37, the East a score of 564.83 each total secured by adding together the scores for the 

four components. Second most of the progress demonstrated in the rising levels of the scores 

has been achieved in the period since 1500. Third there is period prior to 1500 when material 

advance was unusually rapid in both Western and Eastern cores, the era between 1000 BCE and 

0 BCE/CE. This is the first Axial Age, the period when Confucius and his disciples; Buddha and his 

followers; the Hebrew prophets; and the Greek philosophers were active.  Fourth note that the 

locus of the Western core and the Eastern core has moved over time. In the West the core was 

initially located in Mesopotamia and the Fertile Crescent, eventually drifting westward and 

northward, ultimately arriving in North America. The Eastern core has moved around China, 

eventually shifting out to Japan.  

 Why does Axial thought overlap with breakthroughs in the manipulation of the material 

world by emergent civilizations? It does so because the material advances took place in a small 
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handful of locales. The wealth and splendor that was theirs was a source of envy. It was not 

viewed by equanimity by neighboring peoples who aspired to raise themselves up onto an 

equally lofty pedestal. Moreover military prowess surged with advances won in metal making, 

transportation, and construction. To defeat the mighty, less well situated peoples formed 

alliances of convenience; tribes joined together to do battle. Warfare and violence became a 

way of life. Those who excelled in warfare, those extolling the gods of their own, raining curses 

down upon the gods of their enemies, garnered power and social prestige.   

That this state of affairs would ultimately lead to a bloody dead-end, potentially 

ushering in total carnage - Armageddon - was the outcry of early Axial Age Hebrew prophets 

and Greek philosophers residing along the Eastern flanks of the Mediterranean; Buddhist 

acolytes in India; Taoists and disciples of Confucius in China. Eschew violence, encouraging your 

neighbor – no, let us go further, including your enemy - to do likewise; be virtuous, truthful and 

humble least you arouse jealousy; reframe from defrauding, encouraging revenge and cheating 

the fruits of which are debilitating conflicts. Only through the proper monitoring of the masses 

by guardians blessed with the halo of extreme virtue could socially divisive instincts - hatred, 

anger, the feeling of being constantly victimized, the demand for “sweet revenge” – beating in 

the hearts of humans be controlled, squelched, held in check. The first Axial Age heroes – 

Socrates, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Buddha, Laozi (Lao Tzu), Confucius, and Mencius – emerged as 

“super-virtuous” identity figures, their deeds and teachings propagated by converts committed 

to bringing peace to a troubled world. 
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 Returning to the numbers assembled in the table, I have used highlighting and italics to 

illustrate three empirical themes. First both Western and Eastern cores passed the first Axial 

Age during the same era.  Second the second Axial Age commenced in the West several 

centuries earlier than it did in the East (compare Panel A with Panel B in Table 2). Third second 

Axial Age material advance heavily overshadows material advance eked out prior it. This final 

point is accentuated in the italicized section of Table 2:  data for the year 2000 are put in italics 

in order to stress the contrast between them and the figures for 1500 presented in the row 

immediately above. 

 It is important to keep in mind that Morris is a materialist. He avoids defining the East 

and the West in terms of first Axial Age thought. He defines the West and the East in 

geographic terms, arguing that the Western core evolved out of the region undergoing the 

Neolithic transition in the Middle East; the Eastern cores evolving out of Northern China. 

Following this line of reasoning giving primacy to geographical constraints modified by 

technology Morris (2010) argues that each age creates the thought needed to account for its 

material achievements.  

Exactly what this means is not wholly clear to this writer. I suspect Morris takes the 

position that intellectual breakthroughs are endogenous to material development that is the 

primary driving force of long-run economic, political and social history. But this is a guess. 

 In any case I disagree with the notion that intellectual breakthroughs are endogenous. I 

take the view that the first Axial Age thought was not simply a sufficient condition for the 

material advances secured between 1000 BCE and 1500 CE. Rather it was a necessary and 
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sufficient condition. We cannot explain intellectual breakthroughs without taking into account 

material breakthroughs; likewise we can explain material advance without explaining why 

intellectual changes transpired. 

III From Natural Religion to “Super-Virtue” 

 Religion is natural. Being religious is hardwired into us. “Super-virtue” is not. 

 A working definition is in order: religion involves non-observables whose actions are 

conceptualized in symbolic systems of ritual. In so far as ritual is a symbolic system it is akin to a 

spoken language something all human groups master. Religion is not empirical knowledge. For 

instance intuitive grasp of biology, physics, and chemistry is a common resource available to all 

humans, including foraging tribes. Religion is not morality. A sense of good and evil is 

apparently hardwired into human brains; likewise feeling altruism; both are as natural as is the 

capacity to speak a language. In short the fact that tribes develop symbolic systems of ritual 

concerning non-observables is inherent in their nature. Equally natural in humans are darker 

instincts: jealousy, feeling victimized, violence, sadism, the so-called Dark Gods.5  It is out of the 

instinctive drives that tribes develop particular religious systems. 

 Recent research on tribal religions, religious rituals, and language construction has shed 

considerable light on the characteristics of natural religion. One important conclusion from this 

investigation is the intuitive character of religion, far more intuitive than mathematical 

reasoning for example.6 For instance Boyer (2001) suggests that religious symbolism arises from 

the fact that people make inferences about concepts that they put into cognitive templates 
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without being conscious of the fact they are doing it. A child encounters a dog, putting it into 

the “animal” template. The child draws conclusions about a dog’s need to eat from this fact.   

Consider a tribal situation. A loud persistent rustling in the woods disturbs the sleep of a 

family. Is it due to the movement of a tiger, a sheep or a zebra? Should the hearers assign the 

noise to a non-observable template?  Should it be assigned to the cognitive box in which the 

actions of ancestor are contained? A ghost it could be a protector. Then again it could be a 

threatening agent, perhaps dispatched by a jealous neighbor furious over a social exchange that 

went sour. In short the ghost may be committed to protecting the family from the evil lurking 

around; or the ghost may have been unleashed by an enemy family to breed illness on families 

it despises. Better make sure the family’s protectors are remembered through ritual: burning 

incense, praying, chanting prayers, securing the services of a shaman adept at warding off evil 

spirits through his/her command of magic. 

Why believe in non-observables, for instance ghosts? Believing that ghosts exist is 

natural since humans are intuitive dualists, separating the mind from the body, inferring that s 

soul exits, hence that the souls of the ancestors are likely to be lurking around in the guise of 

disembodied spirits. The fact humans possess consciousness automatically sets us up to be 

dualists. 

A second conclusion emerging out of the recent literature is that religious are 

remarkably diverse. This is not surprising. Languages are incredibly diverse. The cognitive 

templates groups develop as boxes into which particular concepts are deposited vary 

tremendously across cultures.7 For instance in the Dyribal language, the following concepts are 
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all placed into the same cognitive template: women, fire and dangerous things.8 Since religious 

ritual operates as a symbolic system like language it is hardly surprising that the rituals vary 

tremendously across cultures.7 Not surprisingly, tribal religions, operating at the level of small 

populations, are the most diverse. The more numerous are tribes, the more numerous religious 

rituals, and the larger the count of distinct religions. 

Given the tendency of humans to suspect the worst of people they have never 

encountered before means getting large populations to cooperate is difficult at best. In large 

populations, people are anonymous, unpredictable, potentially threatening. Someone needs to 

monitor behavior lest the social fabric unravel. There is no guarantee that societies with large 

populations can survive; indeed collapse has been documented for some early civilizations. 

Indeed it may be more common than our paltry evidence of the pre-literacy past suggests. That 

said, some societies do carry on. They survive because elites emerge: rulers, chiefs, kings on the 

civil side; shamans as proto-priests, High Priests leading group rituals, on the religious side. 

Monitoring the behavior of the masses, the elites create a set of rules that they enforce 

through subordinates sufficient to clamp down on domestic social unrest yielding a relatively 

stable agricultural setting.  Commanding work groups they supervise riparian construction 

projects, the carving out of irrigation systems, and the building of dams to preserve spring rains 

for future use; predicting the change of the seasons they carry out rituals concerning the 

optimal date for spring planting guaranteeing abundant crops. In this way they co-opt 

knowledge and morality.9 
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The material breakthroughs of the first Axial Age disturb this equilibrium. They disturb it 

because gains in energy capture and the building of infrastructure supporting relatively large 

cities yields the capacity to build great structures, palaces and temples. Priests and rulers flaunt 

their wealth though conspicuous consumption. Their power duly enhanced, corruption and 

moral decay stalks their chambers and hallways. Critics arise from the masses protesting, 

perhaps even taking up weapons threatening domestic violence, in response to these perceived 

lapses in decorum. 

As well neighboring populations threaten from outside. Rulers feel pressured into 

improving war-making capacity. Wars break out within core regions. Success in warfare throws 

up problems: how does a ruler integrate a subject population into its population base without 

sowing the seeds of future civil war?  

In short intrastate and extra-state violence increasingly casts its dark shadow. It is this 

violence that sets the stage for the spread of first Axial Age religions and philosophies. Despite 

the considerable differences between these first Axial Age doctrines – unsurprising since they 

each drew upon tribal rituals and myths indigenous to their region - all share five 

characteristics: (1) they preach non-violence; (2) they embrace anti-materialism; (3) they 

advocate “super-virtue” suppressing the dark sides of human nature, hence suggesting divine 

connections; (4) they extol the virtue of self-sacrifice in defense of virtue; and (5) they claim to 

reveal truth that once grasped confers peace upon the masses. 

Consider the Hebrew prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah. Isaiah reacts to the invasion of 

Israel by Assyrians; Jeremiah warns of Judah’s destruction at the hands of a Babylonian army in 
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retribution for the depravity and greed of the priestly class. Isaiah announces the coming of a 

redeemer who will be “despised, shunned by men .... smitten and afflicted by God .... wounded 

because of our sins ...” who will usher in a world where “.....[the nations] shall beat their swords 

into plowshares/nation shall not lift up the sword against nation ....” Jeremiah, persecuted for 

his ministry, calls out for a new covenant in which God brings divine teaching “into the 

innermost being” of all members of Israel and Judah “inscribing it upon their hearts.” 10 

Or consider Socrates. A “gadfly” philosopher, a former stonecutter, active in Athens at a 

time when it was fighting – and losing - wars with Sparta, Socrates was put on trial for calling 

into question the legitimacy of the official Athenian gods. Convicted and sentenced to death, 

yet easily able to escape, Socrates elected death drinking a liquid into which the poison 

hemlock was mixed rather than flee, arguing that a philosopher, a searcher for truth, does not 

fear death. In Plato’s Republic, Socrates is reported to recommend government by a group of 

guardians, philosophers, seekers after truth, sharing women, children and access to wealth in 

common, freeing themselves from the drive to acquire material wealth that corrupts.11 Only 

through monitoring by guardians pure and uncontaminated in soul can the benefits of peace be 

brought to the masses. 

Turning to the Eastern core, Confucius and Laozi stand out as philosopher-deities active 

in a period of ongoing conflict between Chinese kingdoms challenging each other militarily for 

hegemony in China.  Born into the lower nobility in Lu state, Confucius developed an idealistic 

theory of rule rooted in virtue 12: 
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“Guide them by edicts, keep them in line with punishments and the common people will 

stay out of trouble but have no sense of shame. Guide them by virtue, keep them in line 

with the rites, and they will, besides having a sense of shame reform themselves.” 

Like Socrates who advocated monitoring by state guardians free of material greed, Confucius 

argued that a proper official is one who “understands what is moral” unlike the “small man who 

understands what is profitable.” Confucius attributed to divine sources the wellspring of virtue: 

“Heaven is the author of the virtue that is in me.” 13 Committed to finding a ruler who would 

adopt his model of rule, Confucius abandoned Lu, then Qi, wandering through a variety of 

states in northern China, rejecting official positions out of disgust with the depravity and 

corruption of successive courts to which he turned. Sacrifice and disillusionment was his fate 

but he was true to his heaven-sent virtue. 

 A similar commitment to virtue is illustrated by the life Laozi, contemporary of Confucius 

and founder of Taoism. Once appointed Keeper of the Archives for the royal court of Zhou, 

Laozi became disappointed with the baseness of the court, choosing life of a hermit. Laozi’s key 

concept was Tao, without which conflict would pollute the earth 14:  

 “If Tao prevails on earth, horses will be used for purposes of agriculture. If Tao does not 

prevail, war horse will be bred on the common.” 

Giving up a life of courtly pomp and power for the fate of a travelling prophet and teacher, 

Laozi recruited Yinzi, the ideal disciple, the wander with him, spreading his teaching. 
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 The parallels between the life of Guatama Buddha in India - renouncing his status as a 

high-ranking kshatriya, becoming a mendicant seeking enlightenment at the expense of 

material luxury and power - and Laozi may help to explain why Buddhism was able to 

effectively merge with Taoism in China. 

 “Un-worshipped Gods are impotent Gods.” 15 We need reminders. Had disciples not 

transcribed the thoughts of first Axial Age heroes, we would not know of their accomplishments 

today. To remain viable as identity figures, to continue to shape behavior, first Axial Age 

ideological breakthroughs must be institutionalized. In the Eastern core, Confucian thought – 

the five classics including the Analects and the writings of Mencius – eventually became the 

basis for the examination system used to select imperial officials. Likewise Taoism was handed 

down from generation to generation through the activities of acolytes, through the 

construction of temples and places of worship. All of this comes at a price: monks and 

bodhisattvas withdrawing their labor services from the labor market; ploughing savings into the 

construction of cathedrals, temples, and mosques; the denigration of usury and profit.  

In the Western core the doctrines of Judaism were transmitted to a dispersed Jewish 

population through documents recording the Torah, subsequently through the teachings and 

writings of rabbis eventually redacted in the Talmud. Synagogues served to assemble the 

faithful. For the followers of Jesus the Vatican in Rome and the Patriarch’s throne in 

Constantinople emerged as rival centers of a sprawling network of churches, monasteries and 

holy places. To be sure holy places posed special problems. With the spread of Islam one 

metropolis - Jerusalem - became a powerful vortex for on-going holy wars, the Crusades, as it 
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was deemed sacred territory fall all three of the Abrahamic faiths. Despite their sharp 

ideological differences all three Abrahamic faiths kept alive the example and thought of 

Socrates, transmitted to theologians of all three religions through the writings of Plato, 

Xenophan, Aristotle and Aristophanes. 16 

 All human institutions struggle with corruption because the humans who manage them 

lack “super-virtue”. Without continual reform the institutions deteriorate, letting the spirit that 

informed their founders slip away in corrosive decay. But reflecting the differences in the way 

first Axial Age thought was institutionalized in West and East reform operated differently in the 

two regions. 

In the Eastern core the key to civil reform was the Mandate of Heaven, a deteriorating 

dynasty giving way to a successful usurper. Throughout Chinese history from the Sui dynasty to 

the Qing a cyclical political model prevailed. As well intellectual harmony was consolidated 

through the merging of Taoist, Buddhist and Confucian doctrines within the purview of Neo-

Confucianism.17    

Nothing like these relatively harmonious reform movements prevailed in the Western 

core. As a case in point, consider the Investiture Contest dashing reform movements in 

medieval Catholicism as on-going conflict between the Papacy and the Holy Roman Emperor 

over simony roiled Europe.18 When sweeping reform finally came during the 15th century -

Reformation and Counter-Reformation movements contending – the religious map of Europe 

ended up deeply divided: Catholicism, Greek Orthodox, Lutheranism, Calvinism and various 

Arian heretical movements staking out territories. In its wake the devastating carnage of the 
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Thirty Years War ravaging German lands between 1618 and 1648. Reform floundered in the 

bloodshed visited on the far-flung battlefields of Europe. 

IV The Birthing of the Second Axial Age  

 Like the first Axial Age the second Axial Age was born from a period of sustained 

conflict, the Thirty Years War and the century of armed rivalry between England and France 

between 1700 and 1815, fought out on the seas, in the New World, in India, and on the 

European landmass. The hallmarks of this second Axial Age were the diffusion of the knowledge 

economy and nationalism both erupting out the Enlightenment. 19 

 In many ways the Enlightenment was the child of European fragmentation. Monarchies 

pitted against one another invested heavily in developing new military technologies – notably 

by encouraging the manufacture of cannons and muskets – facilitating Europe’s capacity to 

break out of the confines of Eurasia, conquering the New World, establishing military 

dominance on both Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Coming in sustained intellectual contact with 

Chinese practice was a revelation for European thinkers who realized civil order could be 

achieved free of the guidance of Christian rulers and Christian priests. Mercantilism, a system 

aimed at gathering riches into the coffers of monarchs that they could spend on mercenary 

armies and navies, lived off of commerce. As a by-product it bolstered the status of merchants 

and the importance of the market forces of supply and demand that understood. Markets and 

profit making, once frowned upon, began to seem virtuous or at least essential. 20 In any case 

they seemed to operate according to natural laws as opposed to divine intervention. 
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 This is not to say that the second Axial Age was inevitable. Without a growing belief 

among European intellectuals that natural law should be discovered through rigorous 

experimentation and observation – as opposed to seeking out descriptions of natural 

phenomena in the writings of great Axial Age thinkers like Aristotle – it is hard to understand 

how Deism could spread, how Spinoza could advance an attack on first Axial Age thought that 

can be understood as either pantheist or atheist.  

 In any event the key breakthroughs of the Enlightenment – the advocacy of nationalism 

through the harnessing of the political will of the masses, the promotion of scientifically 

oriented technology as the world of practical mechanics was fused with the world of theoretical 

scientists – brought to fruition a second Axial Age. 

 It is important to bear in mind that both first and second Axial Ages simultaneously 

broke with and incorporated beliefs inherited from their predecessor periods. Witchcraft and 

sorcery and magic did not disappear after the first Axial Age though they were rejected by 

many first Axial Age thinkers. By the same token religion did not vanish after the second Axial 

Age though it was increasingly questioned by many. The very fact that strong believers in the 

pursuit of scientific knowledge – something best accomplished through untrammelled 

international cooperation freed from the interventions of nation-state governments – reject 

many of the tenets of nationalism opens a deep wedge within the ranks of second Axial Age 

advocates.  

 We live in a world incorporating all three periods in the evolution of civilization. Tribal 

conflicts – harnessed to various versions of first Axial Age thought to be sure – have not been 
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eradicated from the earth. First Axial Age prophets and philosophers still command respect, 

serving as identity figures for many. Thrown into the mixture today is a knowledge economy 

unhinged from the doctrines espoused by religious leaders, by Popes, Imams, Brahmins and 

monarchs legitimized by Buddhism as bodhisattvas. Living a world revolutionized by the second 

Axial Age none of us are totally free of our distant past. Nothing has been lost. 21 
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Footnotes 

 

1 For recent theories of long-run economic development emphasizing materialist forces 

see Clark (2007) and Morris (2010, 2013). Diamond (1999) is basically a materialist in the 

sense that he stresses the importance of geographical constraints in shaping human 

history. For explanations that incorporate culture with material constraints see Jones 

(2003) and Landes (1998).  

2 For the literature on Axial Age thought see Aranson, Eisenstadt, and Wittrock (2005), 

Bellah (2011), Bellah and Joas (2012), and Eisenstadt (1986). 

3 On monitoring by gods see Norenzayan (2013). 

4 See Bellah (2011) and Tambiah (1977). 

5 See Mosk (2013) and Pinker (1994, 2011). 

6 See Boyer (1994, 2001) and Norenzayan (2013). 

7 See Boyer (2001), Deacon (1997), and Lawson and McCauley (1990). 

8 See Lakoff (1987). 

9 See, for instance, McNeil (1963: 33-34). 

10 Quotations taken from Peters (1990: 72-73). 

11 See Plato (1928: 419 ff). 
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12 Van Norden (2002: 19). 

13 Van Norden (2002: 24). 

14 Taken from Giles (1905). 

15 Quote taken from Norenzayan (2013: xiii). 

16 See Peters (1990). 

17 For Neo-Confucianism see de Bary (1981) and de Bary and the Conference on 

Seventeenth-Century Chinese Thought (1975). 

18 See Morrison (1969). For the importance of reform movements in the Catholicism see 

Taylor (2007).  

19 On the knowledge economy, see Mokyr (2002); for the relationship of the early phase of 

European nationalism to the Enlightenment movement see Mosk (2013). As well Mosk 

(2013) connects the spread of 19th and early 20th century nationalism to the ratcheting 

up of military prowess: successful industrializing nation-states benefiting from a sharp 

decline in the relative price of exerting military force. In turn the resulting advances in 

military technology encourage nationalist movements in regions of the world yet to 

experience industrialization in the second half of the 20th century. 

20 See McCloskey (2006). 

21 Robert Bellah’s phrase “nothing is ever lost” describes the perpetuation of practices 

won in early stages of cultural evolution to later periods. See Bellah and Joas (2012: 44). 
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Table 1 

Western and Eastern Cores Compared and Contrasted: First Axial Thought Traditions and 
Geographical Constraints 

Panel A: Western Core 

Spread and Modification of Initial Axial Age 
Ideological Advance  

Geographic Constraints 

a    Competition:  Competition between three 
major monotheistic religions, all claiming 
descent from covenant between God and 
Abraham: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. 

b   Prophecy: All three religions lay claim to 
prophetic tradition laid out in Jewish Torah, 
parting company on prophets coming in its 
aftermath: Jesus, Son of God for Christians; 
Muhammad for Islam. 

c   Differential spread: Jews dispersed after 
destruction of Second Temple; Christianity 
expands from Middle East into Mediterranean 
eventually becoming official religion of the 
Roman Empire, accepts dual responsibilities 
City of God and City of Man. Absorbs some 
pagan practices in its spread northward. Islam 
initially unites Arab tribes and clans, 
eventually spreads into Mediterranean 
absorbing “People of the Book,” replacing 
worship of Zoroaster in its expansion to the 
East. 

d   King-Sages viable: Christianity and Islam 
accept some form of king-sage model central 
to Platonic thought, virtuous civil officials 
playing a role in monitoring the community, 
serving as an identity figure. 

d   Competition and Cooperation: King-sages 
and sage-kings cooperate in bolstering 
legitimacy of other party, but compete against 
one another as well. 

a   Natural European fragmentation: Arable 
land north of Mediterranean separated by 
wastelands, forests, and mountains. The Alps, 
Pyrenees and Carpathians creating important 
barriers to military expansion by core states. 

b   No European Great Wall: Difficulty of 
erecting Great Wall protecting Europe from 
invasions by steppe invaders, leads to 
destruction of Roman Empire 

c   Oceanic orientation of Europe: Given 
advances in sailing ship construction and 
navigation Atlantic Ocean relatively easy to 
cross exploiting trade winds. 

d   Silk Road: Islamic control of greatest extent 
of the Silk Road promotes market orientation 
under Islam, encouraging Islamic powers to 
allow Christians and Jews – “Peoples of the 
Book” – to practice their religions subject to 
special taxation. At the same time Islamic 
dominance over the Silk Road connecting the 
Western and Eastern cores encourages 
Europeans to seek Oceanic access to Eastern 
Core. 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Panel B: Eastern Core 

Spread and Modification of Initial Axial Age 
Intellectual Advance  

Geographic Constraints 

a   Religious compatibility: Mahayana 
Buddhism, entering China through the Silk 
Road, makes gains in Taoist communities. 
Unlike Brahmanism, Buddhism does not 
threaten dominance by the king-sage. 

b   Grudging Confucian acceptance of 
Buddhism: Beginning with the writings of 
Confucian scholars in the Tang dynasty, 
accelerated in the Mongol Empire dominated 
Yuan dynasty, Neo-Confucianism was 
developed as a theory incorporating 
metaphysical ideas from Buddhism and 
Taoism, wedding them to Han dynasty style 
Confucianism. During the Ming and Qing 
dynasties Neo-Confucian theory was made the 
basis for the examination system, selecting 
candidates – mainly coming from the ranks of 
the gentry – for appointment as Imperial 
officials, serving the king-sage. 

c   King-sage dominant over sage-kings. 
Relatively little conflict between religious 
elites and civil – Confucian – elites. 

d   Monotheistic religions a problem: Handling 
Christian and Islamic communities posed 
problem for the stability Eastern king-sage. For 
instance the Taiping Rebellion was set off by a 
follower of Christianity. 

  

a   The Himalayan mountain range provided 
important protection against steppe invasion.  

b   The Great Wall provided additional 
protection against invasion from the Central 
Asian steppes. Threat of invasion through 
breaks in the Great Wall oriented the Eastern 
Core towards its Northern and Western land 
interior, away from the Pacific Ocean. 

c   North to south orientation: Chinese 
transition to settled agriculture appears to 
have occurred in the north, spreading 
southward. Two great west-east running rivers 
– Yellow in the north, Yangzi in the south – 
served as great sources of irrigation. The fact 
that the terrain is relatively gentle facilitates 
connecting the northern and southern river 
systems, promoting north-south economic 
integration, reducing the cost of moving 
armies from one region to another. From the 
Sui dynasty onward, China avoided the 
fragmentation characteristic of the Western 
core. 

d   China and Japan face out on the Pacific 
Ocean, more difficult to cross using pre-
industrial shipping technologies. 
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Table 2 

Panel A: Overall Scores for Energy Capture (EC), Organization (OR), War Making Capacity (WMC), 

Information Technology (IT) and Total (TOT) and Growth Rates Achieved Between the Previous 

Benchmark Date on the Table and the Given Date: Western Core  

 

Date 

Levels for the Scores (a) Growth Rate Between Previous Score and 

Present Score (%) (b) 

EC OR WMC IT TOT EC OR WMC IT TOT 

2000 BCE 18.5 0.56 0.01 0.02 19.10 - - - - - 

1500 BCE 22.3 0.7 0.03 0.02 23.09 20.6% 25.0% 200% 0% 20.9% 

First Axial Age in the West, 1000-1500 (Phase One Highlighted) 

1000 BCE 21.8 0.47 0.03 0.01 22.30 -2.46 -32.86 0 -50% -3.4 

500 BCE 25.1 1.40 0.08 0.03 26.56 15.00 197.87 166.67 200.00 19.10 

1 BCE/CE 33.8 9.36 0.12 0.04 43.30 34.80 568.57 50.00 33.33 63.03 

500 CE 30.5 4.23 0.07 0.03 34.84 -9.68 -54.81 -41.67 -25 -19.54 

1000 CE 28.3 1.87 0.06 0.02 30.28 -7.15 -55.79 -14.29 -33.33 -13.09 

1500 CE 29.4 3.75 0.13 0.05 33.28 3.85 100.54 116.67 150 10.14 

Second Axial Age in the West (Highlighted); First Two Rows Compare 1500 with 2000) 

1500 CE 29.4 3.75 0.13 0.05 33.35 - - - - - 

2000 CE 250 156.4 250 250 906.37 749.76 4069.9 192208 499.9 2617.8 

1600 CE 31.1 3.75 0.18 0.07 35.60 5.57 0 38.46 40 6.75 

1700 CE 34.9 5.62 0.35 0.14 40.98 12.27 49.87 94.44 100 15.11 

1800 CE 41.4 8.43 0.50 0.29 50.63 18.76 50 42.86 107.14 23.55 

1900 CE 100 61.8 5.0 3.19 170.24 142.09 633.10 900 1000 236.24 

2000 CE 250 156.4 250 250 906.37 149.38 153.03 4900 7737 432.41 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

Panel B: Overall Scores for Energy Capture (EC), Organization (OR), War Making Capacity (WMC), 

Information Technology (IT) and Total (TOT) and Growth Rates Achieved Between the Previous 

Benchmark Date on the Table and the Given Date: Eastern Core  

 

Date 

Levels for the Scores Growth Rate Between Previous Score and 

Present Score (%) 

EC OR WMC IT TOT EC OR WMC IT TOT 

2000 BCE 12 0.10 0 0 12.09 - - - - - 

1500 BCE 16.4 0.33 0.01 0 16.69 36.36 230 n.e. n.e. 38.05 

First Axial Age in the East, 1000-1600 (Phase One Highlighted) 

1000 BCE 18.5 0.33 0.03 0.01 18.89 13.27 0 200 n.e. 13.18 

500 BCE 22.9 0.75 0.04 0.02 23.69 23.54 127.27 33.33 100 25.41 

1 BCE/CE 29.4 4.68 0.08 0.02 34.20 28.58 524.00 100 0 44.37 

500 CE 28.3 1.87 0.08 0.02 35.16 -3.71 -60.04 0 0 2.81 

1000 CE 32.2 9.36 0.08 0.02 41.61 13.48 400.54 0 0 18.35 

1500 CE 32.7 6.35 0.10 0.06 39.20 1.68 -32.16 25 200 -5.79 

2000 CE 113 250 12.50 189 564.83 246.68 3837 12400 314900 1340.9 

1500 CE 32.7 6.35 0.10 0.06 39.20 - - - - - 

1600 CE 33.8 6.55 0.12 0.07 40.52 3.33 3.15 20 16.67 3.37 

1700 CE 36 6.09 0.15 0.09 45.29 6.45 -7.02 25 28.57 11.77 

1800 CE 39.2 10.30 0.12 0.13 49.78 9.09 69.13 -20 44.44 9.91 

Second Axial Age in the East, 1870-2000 CE (Highlighted) 

1900 CE 53.4 16.39 1 0.3 71.09 36.12 59.13 733.33 130.77 42.81 

2000 CE 113 250 12.5 189 564.83 112.23 1425 1150 62900 694.53 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

Panel C: Ratios of Eastern Core Score to Western Core Score, War Making Capacity (WMC) and Total 

Social Development Score (TOT), and Maximum City Size (in 1,000s) in the Western and Eastern Cores, 

2000 BCE – 2000 CE 

 

Date 

Ratio of Eastern Core 

Score to Western Core 

Score (%) 

Maximum City Size in the Western 

Core 

Maximum City Size in 

the Eastern Core 

WMC TOT City Size City Size 

2000 BCE 0 63.3 Memphis, Ur 60 Fengcheng, 

Nanshui 

11 

1500 BCE 83.3 72.3 Uruk, Thebes 75 Zhengchou 35 

1000 BCE 100 84.7 Thebes 50 Luoyi, Feng 35 

500 BCE 50 89.2 Babylon 150 Linzi 80 

1 BCE/CE 66.7 79.0 Rome 1,000 Chang’an 500 

500 CE 114.3 100.9 Constantinople 458 Luoyang 200 

1000 CE 133.3 137.4 Cordoba 200 Kaifeng 1,000 

1500 CE 76.9 117.5 Cairo 400 Beijing 678 

1600 CE 66.7 113.8 Constantinople 400 Beijing 700 

1700 CE 42.9 100.5 London/Constantinople 600 Beijing 650 

1800 CE 24.0 98.3 London 900 Beijing 1,100 

1900 CE 20 41.8 London 6,600 Tokyo 1,750 

2000 CE 5 62.3 New York 16,700 Tokyo 26,400 

 

Sources:  

 Morris (2013): pp. 61, 111, 180, 230, 240-3 and 245. 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

Notes: 

n.e. = not estimated. 

a Due to rounding off of the values for individual components of the total social development 

index, the sum of the components EC, OR, WMC and IT do not exactly equal the figure for the 

total social development score (TOT). 

b The growth rates are computed by taking the difference between the (pre-rounded off) values 

in row immediately above and the values in the given row, putting the difference as a 

percentage of the base (the corresponding value in the row above). 

 


